THE fuel crisis, which made last term a long struggle for survival, has had disastrous effects on the production of paper, and has consequently postponed the restoration of the magazine to its pre-war shape. It is pleasant, in contrast, to recall to mind the College dance held last year on the anniversary of V.E. day, which was pronounced by University opinion to be one of the outstandingly successful College dances of the year. The dance will be repeated this year on the last Friday of Trinity Term, June 10th.

We offer our heartiest congratulations to Dr. Ferrar, who, undeterred by his manifold duties as Bursar and member of University committees, has found time to achieve the high academic distinction of Doctor of Science.

The return to Oxford of Professor T. S. R. Boase, formerly Dean and tutor in history of this College, as President of Magdalen will be welcomed by his many friends here, and we offer him our heartiest congratulations.

The Rev. G. I. F. Thomson resigned the chaplaincy last July on his appointment as Rector of Hilgay, Norfolk, a College living. We record our deep sense of loss to the College by his departure and our gratitude for his work here, and we send him our best wishes for the future. Mr. Vicary has kindly resumed his war-time work as acting Chaplain, pending the appointment of a new Chaplain. The College will also unfortunately lose the services of Mr. Bowen, formerly Fellow of All Souls, who was appointed Lecturer in Economics last year, and has now been appointed Professor of Economics at University College, Hull.

The Steward of Junior Common Room would like to take the opportunity of thanking all those members of the Senior Common Room who contributed so generously to the gift presented to Henry Bly, our Senior Common Room butler, on his retirement this March, on completing fifty years service with the College. It was also an appropriate tribute to a College and University personality that he appeared in the November number of the Isis as 'Isis Idol'. It is sad to record that another devoted College servant, Mr. Watts, our Head Chef, died suddenly at the end of last term. He served the College with unflagging care and zeal in increasingly difficult catering conditions.

Mr. Markham was elected Proctor for the year 1947-8 and has now assumed office as Senior Proctor. Mr. Armstrong and Mr. D. Mitchell are Pro-Proctors. We also congratulate Mr. Mitchell on his election last October to a Fellowship at Worcester College.
While the Boat Club continues to struggle against adversity, the rapid revival of the Tyndale Society, recorded on another page, is an indication of the high level of intellectual activity in the College. The operation of class B releases from the services has assembled an extraordinary proportion of Scholars and Exhibitioners and we may reasonably expect a record number of successes in the Schools this year and next. In fact, hand shaking at the end of term has almost lost its proper character as an ordeal, and has become a sort of congratulatory address.

**UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE NEWS**

**SCHOOLS 1946-7**

**HILARY TERM 1946**

**TRINITY TERM 1946**
- Geography (Shortened Course). Part II. II: W. J. Evans, G. Hall.

**MICHAELMAS TERM 1946**
- Physics. Class I: F. Storkey.
- History (Shortened Course). Part V. Class II: B. S. Smith.

**MATRICULATIONS**

**MICHAELMAS TERM, 1946**

**CLASSICAL, HISTORY, ORGAN, AND MATHEMATICAL SCHOLARSHIPS AND EXHIBITIONS, DECEMBER 1946 AND MARCH 1947**

**IN CLASSICS:**
- To an Open Lucy Scholarship of £100 per annum.—F. D. C. Ford of Lancing College.
- To an Open Baring Scholarship of £100 per annum.—F. D. C. Ford of Lancing College.
- To a College Exhibition of £60 per annum.—J. C. Nottingham of Shrewsbury School.
- To a War Memorial Exhibition of £50 per annum.—D. J. Stenner of St. Paul’s School.

**IN HISTORY:**
- To an Open Baring Scholarship of £100 per annum.—W. R. Hardy of Harrow School.
- To a Censorship Scholarship of £100 per annum.—W. R. Hardy of Harrow School.
- To a Baring (‘Essex’) open pro hac vice Scholarship of £100 per annum.—R. W. M. Whalley.
- To a War (‘Harrow’) Scholarship of £50 per annum.—R. C. M. Oates of Harrow School.
- To a Meeke Scholarship of £40 per annum.—J. B. Slayton of King’s College School, Tufnell Park.
- To a College Exhibition of £50 per annum.—J. B. Slayton of King’s College School, Tufnell Park.
- To a War Memorial Exhibition of £50 per annum.—R. E. K. Lloyd of Wellington College.

**IN MATHEMATICS:**
- To an Open Baring Scholarship of £100 per annum.—W. R. Hardy of Harrow School.
- To a Censorship Scholarship of £100 per annum.—W. R. Hardy of Harrow School.
- To a Baring Scholarship of £50 per annum (open pro hac vice).—D. P. Symonds of Dulwich School.
- To an Organ Scholarship of £50 per annum.—J. B. Stychman of King’s College School, Tufnell Park.
- To a College Exhibition of £50 per annum.—J. E. Nicholls of Cheltenham College.
- To an Organ Scholarship of £50 per annum.—D. F. Symonds of Dulwich School.
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While the Boat Club continues to struggle against adversity, the rapid revival of the Tyndale Society, recorded on another page, is an indication of the high level of intellectual activity in the College. The operation of class B releases from the service has accelerated an extraordinary proportion of Scholarships and Exhibitions which we may reasonably expect a record number of successes in the Schools this year and next. In fact, hand shaking at the end of term has almost lost its proper character as an ordeal, and has become a sort of congratulatory address.

UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE NEWS

SCHOOLS 1946-7

HILARY TERM 1946

Classical Moderations: Class II: L. H. O. Appiah.

Classical Moderations (Sheraton Course): Class II: H. K. Mitchell.

TRINITY TERM 1946

Jurisprudence: Class III: K. B. Ayres.

Modern History: Class II: D. H. Tew; Class III: F. H. Pratt.

Modern History (Sheraton Course): Part II: E. G. Allen.

Forestry: Class II: H. Tordoff.

B. H. Part II: B. McCracken

Geography (Sheraton Course): Part II: Class III: W. J. Evans, G. Hall.


MICHAELESIAN TERM 1946

Physics: Class I: P. Sterry.

History (Sheraton Course): Part II: Class II: B. S. Smith.


MATRICULATIONS

MICHAELESIAN TERM, 1946


CLASICAL, HISTORY, ORGAN, AND MATHEMATICAL SCHOLARSHIPS AND EXHIBITIONS, DECEMBER 1946 AND MARCH 1947

IN CLASSICS:

To an Open Lucy Scholarship of £100 per annum.—F. D. C. Ford of Lancaster College.

To an Open Burling Scholarship of £200 per annum.—W. H. Wilson of Hertford College.

To a Major Exhibition of £100 per annum.—J. C. Nottingham of Shrewsbury School.

To a War Memorial Exhibition of £200 per annum.—D. J. Steen of St. Paul's School.

IN HISTOBY:

To an Open Burling Scholarship of £100 per annum.—W. D. Wilson of Hertford College.

To an Open Burling Scholarship of £200 per annum.—P. C. Standerwick of Whetnorton Grammar School.

To a Burling ("Exeter") open pro has exhibited Scholarship of £100 per annum.—W. J. Alchin of Termbridge School.

To a Burling ("Harrow") Scholarship of £200 per annum.—C. H. G. Lead of Harrow School.

To a Media Scholarship of £200 per annum.—E. J. Whitcomb of Worcester Grammar School.

To a College Exhibition of £100 per annum.—D. H. Coulton of Erith Grammar School.

To a War Memorial Exhibition of £200 per annum.—R. E. B. Lloyd of Wellington College.

IN MATHEMATICS:

To an Open Burling Scholarship of £100 per annum.—J. B. Skewen of King's College Grammar School, Wimbeldon.

To a Media Scholarship of £200 per annum open pro has exhibited.—G. S. F. Willcox of Cranbrook School.

To a College Exhibition of £50 per annum.—J. E. Nicholls of Chelester High School.

ORGAN SCHOLARSHIP:

To an Open Scholarship of £100 per annum.—D. F. Symonds of Oundle School.

HERTFORD COLLEGE CHAPEL

The Rev. G. I. F. Thomson left at the end of the Trinity Term to become Rector of Hilgay, Norfolk. He was presented with a set of red Gothic vestments by members of the J.C.R. and a purple stole by the Ordinands in the College.

Daily Choral Evensong has been introduced and the practice of singing the Holy Communion service to a setting by Merbecke on alternate Sundays has been continued. Compline is sung twice a week. In the absence of a chaplain the services have been conducted by the Rev. D. R. Vicary and the Rev. Gordon Harrison of Wykeham Hall.

The College played its part in the Mission to the University in the Hilary Term and was pleased to welcome as its Missioner the Rev. S. Evans, Chaplain of King's College, London. During his brief stay he made many friends in College and on his return to London he was presented with an Altar book.

The O.U.C.U. has been very active in the College, Hertford at one time during the year having a larger membership than any other College. Members also continue to take an interest in the activities of the O.I.C.C.U. and the S.C.M.

Several members of the College took part in the Michaelesian Mission to Keighley, the Rev. G. I. F. Thomson and the Rev. D. R. Vicary being Chaplain Missioners.

COLLEGE CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

THE TYNDALE SOCIETY


Research into old minute books, and the enthusiasm of some dozen members of the College, resulted last Trinity Term in the re-establishing of this historic College Society. At a convivial inaugural meeting in Mr. Markham's rooms, a constitution was drawn up, and officers elected. It was decided that the object of the Society should be "to read and listen to papers on humane subjects." A fortnight later, Dr. A. Thompson, the newly-elected president, read a paper entitled "Fulgens and Lucres: a Prototype of the 16th Century Drama?"

Since then seven successful meetings have been held, as well as the first Annual Dinner. The latter, thanks to the magnificent work of the College Staff, was a great occasion. The Principal was guest of honour, and proposed the health of the Society. Afterwards, an old tradition of the original Society was revived, when the company proceeded to play charades.

We are pleased to record that of the seven meetings, more than half have been devoted to papers read by members of the Society. There have included Mr. C. W. S. Goodger on "The Charterhouse of Parma," and also Mr. A. Guy Goodger on "Sterndale and The Charterhouse of Parma."
presented a gramophone recording of Mozart's 'Don Giovanni' with a commentary. The remaining papers were given by distinguished visitors who were kind enough to give up their time to address the Society. They were Mr. J. Bowle on 'Bramhall's "Catching of the Leviathan"'; Mr. A. L. Rowse on 'Robert Stephen Hawker: a Victorian Medieval'; and Mr. Wormald of the British Museum on 'Anglo-Saxon Illuminated Manuscripts'.

The limit of membership is 24, and we have always had more candidates than vacancies. Attendence at meetings has seldom fallen below 20, and discussions have not only been of the conventional 'lively' variety, but sometimes positively fiery. We are now approaching the 600th meeting, and hope that its post-war reconstruction has been carried out on firm enough foundations to ensure that the Society will remain a permanent feature of College life.

THE BOAT CLUB

The position of the Boat Club at the beginning of Trinity Term was not an enviable one. There were few who had had more than one term's rowing and most of these were cadets who were only available three afternoon a week. It was very rare that the first eight went out with the same crew on two consecutive days. The second eight was entered mainly to prevent its descent to the bottom of the river. With only six outings before Eights it could hardly have been expected to avoid being bumped. The crews were:—First eight, Bow, M. J. Hart (9. 4); 2, C. K. Mylne (11. 1); 3, N. W. M. Sellers (10. 10); 4, R. Mackintosh (11. 5); 5, M. B. Sinnatt (12. 4); 6, R. F. Milner (10. 0); 7, C. R. McV. Fosbery (17. 5); Stroke, G. Cooper (11. 4); Cox, A. C. Andison. Second eight, Bow, E. F. Hacket (9. 11); 2, G. P. O'Brien (10. 7); 3, B. E. Sayers (9. 12); 4, R. S. Paul (10. 12); 5, W. R. F. Vale (10. 3); 6, J. C. Benson (9. 10); 7, J. Sweeney (9. 7); E. P. von Bergen (11. 6); Stroke, S. O. Smithers (11. 0); Cox, H. E. Hyde (9. 6). The first eight soon found their initial optimism unjustified and were bumped five times. The second eight exceeded the first so far as they were bumped six times. The crew was upset when they lost "7" on the second day. Swepstone caught a crab that knocked him clean out of the boat; as he received serious injuries von Bergen took his place for the rest of the races. After Eights a colours meeting was held. A. C. Andison resigned the Captaincy. A. R. Robinson was elected Captain and G. Cooper, Secretary.

In Michaelmas Term there were several, but not enough, new recruits. Activities were confined to tubbing and entering a boat in Clinker Fours. This boat was knocked out in the first round by Univ. A. At the end of the term the Captain regretted that, as he was going down, he would have to resign. G. Cooper was elected Captain and M. J. Hart, Secretary.

It was hoped in Hilary Term to enter two Torpid eights in order to provide racing experience for a greater number. Owing to insufficient manpower this was impossible and only one eight was entered. It consisted of:—Bow, R. F. Milner (10. 0); M. J. Hart (9. 7); 2, R. S. Paul (10. 12); 3, M. R. Malleson (9. 8); 4, C. B. Morgan (10. 5); 5, R. F. Milner; 6, A. C. Dale (11. 4); 6, G. F. Radford (10. 8); 7, E. P. von Bergen (11. 6); Stroke, G. Cooper (11. 4); Cox, A. D. Page (9. 6). The lightness of the crew was exceptional: this, together with crew changes owing to illness, contributed to our lack of success. The eight repeated last year's performance and was bumped four times.

HERTFORD COLLEGE CRICKET CLUB


Only one old colour, the Captain, was still with the Club at the beginning of the 1946 season; and, with the end of the war-time amalgamation with Oriel, we often had difficulty in making up an eleven. D. J. W. Bridge, who was given a University trial, was our star performer when the Authentics did not claim him, and his two half-centuries twice saved the College from disaster.

HERTFORD COLLEGE RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

During the 1945-6 season Herford had contributed only 6 or 7 to the combined Herford and Oriel Rugby Club; so it was very encouraging to find nearly 30 members of the college interested in the game in 1946-7. In the League competition we found ourselves in the 3rd Division, drawn against Corpus Christi, Pembroke, St. Peter's Hall, and Oriel, all of whom we beat, and against Merton and Wadham, both of whom defeated us. We were, in fact, prevented from going up to the 2nd Division by the 6 points by which Merton won their game. Taken as a whole, the Michaelmas Term was a successful one, both from the point of view of games won—which outnumbered those lost—and especially from the point of view of a new team-spirit. At the Rugby Club dinner, held in the King's Arms Hotel in the last week of Michaelmas term, we had an opportunity of congratulating our captain, Mr. D. J. W. Bridge, on his selection to play in the Varsity match. Newton-Thompson, the captain of the O.U.R.F.C., was our guest for the evening.

The Rugby Club was unable to play any of the matches in the "Cuppers'" Competition owing to the weather. Eight Herford men applied for a Trial in the first week of term, and four were selected. At the beginning of term Mr. D. J. W. Bridge was elected Honorary Secretary of the O.U.R.F.C. We had planned to make a visit to Cambridge this term in order to play Downing College, but the pitch was unfit, so our meeting must be postponed for another season.

HERTFORD COLLEGE ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL CLUB


Michaelmas Term saw the return of the inter-College League in which the team acquitted itself with more vigour and skill than success. Initially handicapped by a limited choice of players, the side was two of the nine League matches.

Colours were awarded to S. Gardner and J. B. Hardie, during Michaelmas Term: none was awarded during Hilary Term as weather conditions prevented all play, "Cuppers" being cancelled.

There is no doubt that the standard of play improved towards the end of Michaelmas Term as more players became available, the committee therefore appeals to all those interested in soccer to come forward at the beginning of the season.

HERTFORD COLLEGE HOCKEY CLUB

Captain: M. H. Trollope, Secretary: J. B. Lard.

The season has not been notable for many victories, or indeed for many matches played. Rain caused the cancellation of many of our matches in the Michaelmas Term, and with two weeks of the Hilary Term to go at the time of writing we have only played once. Encouraging features, however, have been some excellent games in the Michaelmas Term, and the enthusiasm of a small band of regulars, many of whom will be available next year.
As in 1945, the weather prevented the regular Wednesday and Saturday programme which we had mapped out. The eight matches which we did play, we won three and lost three, the other two being drawn.

Prospects for the 1947 season look good. Of the five Colours awarded in 1946—D. J. W. Bridge, B. J. F. Galpin, G. R. A. Darling, M. V. G. F. Watts, and R. I. Rundle—the first three are still with us, as well as S. H. Adams; and we have a number of freshmen of known ability, two of whom, Billingto and Coomes, have played in the Freshmen's Trials.

The Fyrkins, who lay dormant throughout the war, mainly owing to lack of transport and beer, are being revived this year, and hope to play a number of matches with local teams during the term. Altogether, if the weather holds, the Club's cricket should prove very interesting.

Hertford College Rugby Football Club

During the 1945-6 season Hertford had contributed only 6 or 7 to the combined Hertford and Oriel Rugby Club; so it was very encouraging to find nearly 30 members of the college interested in the game in 1946-7. In the League competition we found ourselves in the 3rd Division, drawn against Corpus Christi, Pembroke, St. Peter's Hall, and Oriel, all of whom we beat, and against Merton and Wadham, both of whom defeated us. We were, in fact, prevented from going up to the 2nd Division by the 6 points by which Merton won their game. Taken as a whole, the Michaelmas Term was a successful one, both from the point of view of games won—which outnumbered those lost—and especially from the point of view of a new team-spirit. At the Rugby Club dinner, held in the King's Arms Hotel in the last week of Michaelmas Term, we had an opportunity of congratulating our captain, Mr. D. J. W. Bridge, on his selection to play in the Varsity match. Newton-Thompson, the captain of the O.U.R.F.C., was our guest for the evening.

The Rugby Club was unable to play any of the matches in the 'Cuppers' Competition owing to the weather. Eight Hertford men applied for a Trial in the first week of term, and four were selected. At the beginning of term Mr. D. J. W. Bridge was elected Honorary Secretary of the O.U.R.F.C. We had planned to make a visit to Cambridge this term in order to play Downing College, but the pitch was unfit, so our meeting must be postponed for another season.

Hertford College Association Football Club

Captain: D. S. WALKER. Hon. Sec.: D. W. HINE.

Michaelmas Term saw the return of the inter-College League in which the team acquitted itself with more vigour and skill than success. Initially handicapped by a limited choice of players, the side won two of the nine League matches. Colours were awarded to S. Gardner and J. B. Harden, during Michaelmas Term: none was awarded during Hilary Term as weather conditions prevented all play, 'Cuppers' being cancelled.

There is no doubt that the standard of play improved towards the end of Michaelmas Term as more players became available; the committee therefore appeals to all those interested in soccer to come forward at the beginning of the season.

Hertford College Hockey Club

Captain: M. H. TROLLOPE. Secretary: J. B. LUARD.

The season has not been notable for many victories, or indeed for many matches played. Rain caused the cancellation of many of our matches in the Michaelmas Term, and with two weeks of the Hilary Term to go at the time of writing we have only played once. Enormous losses, however, have been made excellent losses in the Michaelmas Term, and the enthusiasm of a small band of regulars, many of whom will be available next year.
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HERTFORD COLLEGE ATHLETICS CLUB

At the time of writing the Oxford team to meet Cambridge has not yet been chosen, but it is hoped that Hertford will be represented in the mile by John Gray. He won the event in 1944, and we were happy to welcome him back this term after service in the Royal Navy.

The College was regrettably unable to enter a team for the Inter-Collegiate Relay Competition in Michaelmas Term, and the weather during Hilary completely disrupted any efforts to produce a team for Cuppers. Admittedly snow and ice do not provide attractive conditions for training on the Iffley Road track, but it had been hoped that the College would have found more people willing to join the O.U.A.C. However, it may be that the eagerly awaited sun of Trinity will revive enthusiasm, so that by next year we shall have a strong nucleus of men who not only enjoy the rhythm and competition of the game, but also the contentment that comes from general fitness.

HERTFORD COLLEGE LAWN TENNIS CLUB

Lawn tennis last year suffered from the weather as heavily as any outdoor sport. Quite half of our fixtures were washed out, causing a gap that covered approximately the middle four weeks of the term. During this period only one match was played — against the Queen’s College — which ended in a draw. Despite the state of the courts this was a most enjoyable afternoon. In the first fortnight one or two matches were played and in particular Coppers. The glory we shared with Oriel in 1945 was far from regained and we were defeated in the first round by Lincoln College, 5 matches to 3 (one match not being played). The first pair, G. O. Powell and H. K. Mitchell (Capt.), won their three games though not without difficulty, but the second pair, G. R. A. Darling and G. R. Rowell, and the third, S. E. Herson and F. W. A. Mann, were less fortunate, losing in the case of their opposite numbers by only small margins. Talent in this team was more evenly distributed than in last year’s, yet it was not effective on the court till the last fortnight of term when friendly matches were played against Jesus and Pembroke Colleges and St. Catherine’s Society, and each of them was won.

Colours were awarded to all members of the Cuppers team.

For the coming season an inter-Collegiate League system has been started. We shall not know in which of the three Leagues we shall be placed till next term when it will be decided according to the merit we show in the University Open Singles Tournament to be held in May. It is hoped that as many Hertford tennis players as possible will enter for this important event. The League system will not interfere with Cuppers which is timed to start in the fourth week of term.

H. K. Mitchell has been appointed captain of the O.U. Penguin L.T.C. for this year.

HERTFORD COLLEGE SQUASH RACQUETS CLUB

The standard of the College squash has not been very high this season, and in all probability will remain in such a state until we are able to have the sole use of a court. At the moment we rely on the hospitality of Oriel who allow us to share theirs. The inevitable result is that not many matches are arranged. Of the three matches played this term, we lost to Magdalen after some very close games 1-4. We found ourselves well able to beat St. Peter’s Hall, who are even more unfortunate in the use of a court, losing 2-3 in another close game against Merton in a Cuppers match. The captain of the College team, C. J. F. Upton, is also Secretary of the O.U. Squirrels Club. The following have at various times played for the College: C. J. F. Upton, G. M. Sims, G. R. A. Darling, B. G. Thomas, A. J. Strahan, H. K. Mitchell, S. R. Adams, and E. A. Kalfayan.

HERTFORD COLLEGE LAWN TENNIS CLUB

Lawn tennis last year suffered from the weather as heavily as any outdoor sport. Quite half of our fixtures were washed out, causing a gap that covered approximately the middle four weeks of the term. During this period only one match was played — against the Queen’s College — which ended in a draw. Despite the state of the courts this was a most enjoyable afternoon. In the first fortnight one or two matches were played and in particular Coppers. The glory we shared with Oriel in 1945 was far from regained and we were defeated in the first round by Lincoln College, 5 matches to 3 (one match not being played). The first pair, G. O. Powell and H. K. Mitchell (Capt.), won their three games though not without difficulty, but the second pair, G. R. A. Darling and G. R. Rowell, and the third, S. E. Herson and F. W. A. Mann, were less fortunate, losing in the case of their opposite numbers by only small margins. Talent in this team was more evenly distributed than in last year’s, yet it was not effective on the court till the last fortnight of term when friendly matches were played against Jesus and Pembroke Colleges and St. Catherine’s Society, and each of them was won.

Colours were awarded to all members of the Cuppers team.

For the coming season an inter-Collegiate League system has been started. We shall not know in which of the three Leagues we shall be placed till next term when it will be decided according to the merit we show in the University Open Singles Tournament to be held in May. It is hoped that as many Hertford tennis players as possible will enter for this important event. The League system will not interfere with Cuppers which is timed to start in the fourth week of term.

H. K. Mitchell has been appointed captain of the O.U. Penguin L.T.C. for this year.

HERTFORD COLLEGE SQUASH RACQUETS CLUB

The standard of the College squash has not been very high this season, and in all probability will remain in such a state until we are able to have the sole use of a court. At the moment we rely on the hospitality of Oriel who allow us to share theirs. The inevitable result is that not many matches are arranged. Of the three matches played this term, we lost to Magdalen after some very close games 1-4. We found ourselves well able to beat St. Peter’s Hall, who are even more unfortunate in the use of a court, losing 2-3 in another close game against Merton in a Cuppers match. The captain of the College team, C. J. F. Upton, is also Secretary of the O.U. Squirrels Club. The following have at various times played for the College: C. J. F. Upton, G. M. Sims, G. R. A. Darling, B. G. Thomas, A. J. Strahan, H. K. Mitchell, S. R. Adams, and E. A. Kalfayan.

HERTFORD COLLEGE LAWN TENNIS CLUB

Lawn tennis last year suffered from the weather as heavily as any outdoor sport. Quite half of our fixtures were washed out, causing a gap that covered approximately the middle four weeks of the term. During this period only one match was played — against the Queen’s College — which ended in a draw. Despite the state of the courts this was a most enjoyable afternoon. In the first fortnight one or two matches were played and in particular Coppers. The glory we shared with Oriel in 1945 was far from regained and we were defeated in the first round by Lincoln College, 5 matches to 3 (one match not being played). The first pair, G. O. Powell and H. K. Mitchell (Capt.), won their three games though not without difficulty, but the second pair, G. R. A. Darling and G. R. Rowell, and the third, S. E. Herson and F. W. A. Mann, were less fortunate, losing in the case of their opposite numbers by only small margins. Talent in this team was more evenly distributed than in last year’s, yet it was not effective on the court till the last fortnight of term when friendly matches were played against Jesus and Pembroke Colleges and St. Catherine’s Society, and each of them was won.

Colours were awarded to all members of the Cuppers team.

For the coming season an inter-Collegiate League system has been started. We shall not know in which of the three Leagues we shall be placed till next term when it will be decided according to the merit we show in the University Open Singles Tournament to be held in May. It is hoped that as many Hertford tennis players as possible will enter for this important event. The League system will not interfere with Cuppers which is timed to start in the fourth week of term.

H. K. Mitchell has been appointed captain of the O.U. Penguin L.T.C. for this year.

HERTFORD COLLEGE SQUASH RACQUETS CLUB

The standard of the College squash has not been very high this season, and in all probability will remain in such a state until we are able to have the sole use of a court. At the moment we rely on the hospitality of Oriel who allow us to share theirs. The inevitable result is that not many matches are arranged. Of the three matches played this term, we lost to Magdalen after some very close games 1-4. We found ourselves well able to beat St. Peter’s Hall, who are even more unfortunate in the use of a court, losing 2-3 in another close game against Merton in a Cuppers match. The captain of the College team, C. J. F. Upton, is also Secretary of the O.U. Squirrels Club. The following have at various times played for the College: C. J. F. Upton, G. M. Sims, G. R. A. Darling, B. G. Thomas, A. J. Strahan, H. K. Mitchell, S. R. Adams, and E. A. Kalfayan.

HERTFORD COLLEGE LAWN TENNIS CLUB

Lawn tennis last year suffered from the weather as heavily as any outdoor sport. Quite half of our fixtures were washed out, causing a gap that covered approximately the middle four weeks of the term. During this period only one match was played — against the Queen’s College — which ended in a draw. Despite the state of the courts this was a most enjoyable afternoon. In the first fortnight one or two matches were played and in particular Coppers. The glory we shared with Oriel in 1945 was far from regained and we were defeated in the first round by Lincoln College, 5 matches to 3 (one match not being played). The first pair, G. O. Powell and H. K. Mitchell (Capt.), won their three games though not without difficulty, but the second pair, G. R. A. Darling and G. R. Rowell, and the third, S. E. Herson and F. W. A. Mann, were less fortunate, losing in the case of their opposite numbers by only small margins. Talent in this team was more evenly distributed than in last year’s, yet it was not effective on the court till the last fortnight of term when friendly matches were played against Jesus and Pembroke Colleges and St. Catherine’s Society, and each of them was won.

Colours were awarded to all members of the Cuppers team.

For the coming season an inter-Collegiate League system has been started. We shall not know in which of the three Leagues we shall be placed till next term when it will be decided according to the merit we show in the University Open Singles Tournament to be held in May. It is hoped that as many Hertford tennis players as possible will enter for this important event. The League system will not interfere with Cuppers which is timed to start in the fourth week of term.

H. K. Mitchell has been appointed captain of the O.U. Penguin L.T.C. for this year.

HERTFORD COLLEGE SQUASH RACQUETS CLUB

The standard of the College squash has not been very high this season, and in all probability will remain in such a state until we are able to have the sole use of a court. At the moment we rely on the hospitality of Oriel who allow us to share theirs. The inevitable result is that not many matches are arranged. Of the three matches played this term, we lost to Magdalen after some very close games 1-4. We found ourselves well able to beat St. Peter’s Hall, who are even more unfortunate in the use of a court, losing 2-3 in another close game against Merton in a Cuppers match. The captain of the College team, C. J. F. Upton, is also Secretary of the O.U. Squirrels Club. The following have at various times played for the College: C. J. F. Upton, G. M. Sims, G. R. A. Darling, B. G. Thomas, A. J. Strahan, H. K. Mitchell, S. R. Adams, and E. A. Kalfayan.
NEWS OF PAST MEMBERS

APPOINTMENTS

D. H. Carnegie, Imperial Chemical Industries.
R. F. Costia, Girnalling School.
W. R. DaCosta, Walsall Grammar School.
S. C. G. Day, Monmouth School.
R. G. Ellis, Shaw Savill Albion, Ltd.
T. Langton Lockhart, Civil Service, S. Rhodesia.
D. R. Michener, Provincial Secretary, Government of Ontario.
R. C. Moore, Royal Naval College, Greenwich.
J. H. Philipp, Central Electricity Board.
H. C. Robinson, Cheltenham College.
G. H. Salley, William Holmes Grammar School.
R. S. Smith, Control Commission, Austria.
F. Sterry, Government Research Establishment, Harwell.
C. A. Thompson, Foreign Service.
J. S. M. Vinter, Central Service, Tanga, Tanganyika.
M. P. L. Warb, St. John's School.
H. Ward, St. Edward's School, Oxford.

HERTFORD COLLEGE MAGAZINE

PUBLICATIONS

G. Campion, Introduction to the Procedure of the House of Commons.

BIRTHS

To the wife of D. J. W. Bridge, in June 1946, a daughter (Caroline Marion).
C. R. M. Poynting, in November 1946, a son (Robert Jeremy).
C. E. T. Moore, in September 1946, a daughter.
W. M. Newte, in September 1946, a daughter.

ENGAGEMENTS

GALPIN—MCCONNEL.—B. J. F. Galpin to Ailsa, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon McConnel of Sheen, S.W. 14.
TROLLOPE—THATCHER.—M. H. Trollope to Diana, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Thatcher, Queen Anne St., London, W. I.

MARRIAGES

ATKINSON—MADILL.—W. S. Atkinson to Nadia Madill, at St. Margaret's, Lee, 19 October 1946.
ELLEN—GILBERT.—R. E. Ellis to Peggy Gilbert, at Rishfield, Kent, 29 March 1947.
RICHARDSON—CURL—CURL.—J. N. Richards to Daphne Sheila, daughter of the late Frank Curle, Esq., of Charlton Hill.
ROBBINS—SEALE.—A. R. Robbins to M. Seale, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Seale, of Exeter.
THORNHILL—VANDYKE.—The Rev. Alan Thornhill to Barbara, daughter of the late E. C. van Dyke, of New Jersey, April 1946.

GENERAL

The M.B.E. has been awarded to G. L. Pickard for his work in the Operational Research Section of Coastal Command, R.A.F.
OBITUARY


Bennett.—Sir Ernest Nathaniel Bennett, M.A., Scholar of the College 1886-9 and Fellow of the College 1891-1914, Member of Parliament 1906-10 and 1929-45, Assistant Postmaster-General 1932-5, died at Amberfield, Chart Sutton, Maidstone on 2 February 1947, aged 78.


Tristram.—Henry Harrington Tristram, M.A., Scholar of the College 1886-9, Headmaster of Loretto School 1902-8, died at his home in Jersey on 1 October 1946, aged 87.